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Please Note: • All attendee lines are muted• Today’s session will be recorded and 
posted on our event page: bit.ly/ISF2021 

Get to know the Zoom Webinar interface
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Understanding Racial Stress and Trauma and Schools: 
Responding by Addressing and Affirming Race

Presented by:

Farzana Saleem, PhD
Treatment and Services Adaptation Center for Resiliency, 

Hope & Wellness in Schools 

Disclaimer: The views, opinions, and content expressed in this presentation do not necessarily reflect the
views, opinions, or policies of the Center for Mental Health Services (CMHS), the Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), or the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS).

January 21st, 2021
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https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/pacific-southwest-mhttc/isf-west-coast-party-systems-structures-leadership-data-practices
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Housekeeping Items

• We have made every attempt to make today’s presentation secure. If we 
need to end the presentation unexpectedly, we will follow-up using your 
registration information.

• All attendees are muted and cannot share video.

• Have a question for the presenter? Use the Q&A

• Have a comment or resource for all attendees? Use the Chat

• We will leave a few minutes at the end to make sure you have all the 
links and resources you need and to allow time for an evaluation. 

Please Note: 
Session recording and 

slide deck will be 
posted on our event 

page as soon as 
possible
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Disclaimer

This presentation was prepared for the MHTTC Network under a cooperative agreement from the
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA). All material appearing in
this presentation, except that taken directly from copyrighted sources, is in the public domain and
may be reproduced or copied without permission from SAMHSA or the authors. Citation of the
source is appreciated. Do not reproduce or distribute this presentation for a fee without specific,
written authorization from the MHTTC Network Coordinating Office. This presentation will be
recorded and posted on our website.

The opinions expressed herein are the views of the speakers, and do not reflect the official position
of the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), or SAMHSA. No official support or
endorsement of DHHS, SAMHSA, for the opinions described in this presentation is intended or
should be inferred.
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Land Acknowledgement 
The University of Washington SMART Center and Northwest MHTTC 
acknowledge that we learn, live, and work on the ancestral lands of the 
Coast Salish people who walked here before us, and those who still 
walk here. We are grateful to respectfully live and work as guests on 
these lands with the Coast Salish and Native people who call this 
home.

The Pacific Southwest MHTTC is led by the Center for Applied 
Research Solutions, which has offices across California in Sacramento 
(the land of the Nisenan people), Santa Rosa (land of eight Cahuilla 
Bands) and Los Angeles, (land of the Tongva peoples); CARS 
acknowledges the belonging of this land to the Indigenous people 
named and the unrecognized tribes and peoples as well. 
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Mental Health Technology Transfer Center (MHTTC) Network

Visit the MHTTC website at https://mhttcnetwork.org/
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https://mhttcnetwork.org/
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Event Survey

• Required by our funder 
• Used to inform, refine, & enhance future 

events/activities 
• Helps communicate the need for this type of support 
• Voluntary and anonymous 
• Very important! We will end a few minutes early and 

ask that you please take a few moments to complete. 
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Quick Review
Interconnected Systems Framework:  Fact Sheets and Webinars

bit.ly/ISFwebinars
Fact Sheets Created by the Pacific Southwest MHTTC 
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https://bit.ly/ISFwebinars
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Module 1: ISF in Virtual Conditions
• 10/20/20 - ISF Systems in Virtual Conditions 
• 10/22/20 - Secondary Traumatic Stress and Educator 

Well Being    
Module 2: ISF + Trauma Informed Approaches
• 10/27/20 - ISF Systems & Trauma-Informed Approaches
• 11/5/20 - Virtual Adaptations of Psychological First Aid
• 11/17/20 - Virtual Adaptations of Trauma Informed Skills 

for Educators

Module 3: ISF + Tiers 2 & 3
• 12/1/20 - ISF Systems and Tiers 2 & 3 
• 12/3/20 - Virtual adaptations of CBITs, SSET/Bounce 

Back 
Module 4: ISF & Equity
• 1/12/21 - Secondary Traumatic Stress & BIPOC 

Educator Well Being (canceled)
• 1/19/21 - ISF Systems & Equity 
• 1/21/21 - Racial Violence and Trauma and Schools
ISF West Coast Town Hall
• 1/26/21 - ISF systems & practices in this moment with 

Susan Barrett & USC Facultyhttps://bit.ly/ISF2021

ISF West Coast Party Webinars:
Enhancing MTSS- Integrating Student Mental Health and Wellness through Systems, Data, and Practices
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Self Care 
Expectations Self Care Behaviors

Safe
● Create an emotional support team.
● Double check on friends. 
● Ask for help if you feel sense of hopelessness

● Suicide Hotline: 800-273-8255

Engaged

● Be aware of your stress level. 
● Recognize and name the emotions you are experiencing. 
● Pay attention to joy. 
● Recognize and validate grief. 
● Do a body check for areas of tightness, discomfort.
● Take movement breaks, hydrate. 

Respectful
● Nurture your body with healthy food.
● Build calming routines for sleep.  
● Build routine for daily exercise. 
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https://bit.ly/ISF2021
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Problem Solving 
Framework: This is a 
TEAM Sport!
• Outcomes: How will installing a trauma informed 
approach impact students, families and staff?

• Data:  What data will you use to inform strength 
and needs of your current system?

• Practices: What are the evidenced based 
strategies you will embed across all classrooms?

• Systems:  How will you support everyone to 
implement with fidelity? 

• Equity: How will you put equity at the center of 
everything you do?

(It’s at the center of everything we do)
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Dr. Saleem is an Assistant Professor in the Graduate School of Education at
Stanford University. She earned her PhD in Clinical-Community Psychology from
the George Washington University and completed an APA accredited internship,
with a specialization in trauma, at Children’s Hospital Los Angeles.

Dr. Saleem’s research examines the influence of racial stressors and contextual
processes on the psychological health, academic success, and well-being of
Black adolescents and other youth of color.

Dr. Saleem uses a strengths-focused and community-based lens in her research
to understand the benefits of racial socialization, and other culturally relevant
factors, against the consequences of racial stress and trauma within families and
schools.

Her most recent work is focused on understanding how teachers and school
counselors address race and provide ethnic-racial socialization in schools.

She translates her research to inform the development and adaptation of
programs and school-based interventions focused on reducing racial stress,
eradicating mental health and academic racial disparities, and promoting the
well-being of marginalized and racially diverse youth.

Dr. Saleem is a visiting scholar to the American Psychological Association
Resilience Initiative and serves in other positions focused on inclusion, equity
and social justice.
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About Me 
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Objectives 
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Roadmap 
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Poll Questions
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School Ecology System, 
Practices, 
Policies

Staff

Students
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Racial Discrimination 

20
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Racial Discrimination 
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Racial Stress and Trauma & Consequences
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Black boys talking about growing 
up Black

Adults talking about growing up Latinx 
and talking to their children about race
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Developmental 
Ecological 
Model of Youth 
Racial Trauma 

Saleem, Anderson, Williams, 2019
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Ethnic-Racial 
Socialization 
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Ethnic-Racial Socialization 
TALKING ACTIONS IMAGES
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Schools As a Context
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School Ethnic Racial Socialization 
Transmission Model

Saleem & Byrd, accepted
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Transmitters of School ERS

o Individuals or institutional agents that convey implicit and explicit 
information about the meaning and significance of ethnic-racial group 
membership to youth

o Teachers and staff
o E.g., speech and curriculum, avoiding conservations about race 

o Peers
o E.g., speech and behaviors, friendship selection 

o Institutional practices and policies
o Stated policy and practices,  non-racial policies 
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School Ethnic Racial Socialization 
Transmission Model

Saleem & Byrd, Accepted
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Transmission of School ERS (content)
o Individuals or institutional agents that convey implicit and explicit 

information about the meaning and significance of ethnic-racial group 
membership to youth

o Cultural socialization - messages about the importance of one’s own 
culture and having pride in one’s culture 
o e.g., “At your school, you have chances to learn about the history and 

traditions of your culture”

o Promotion of cultural competence - opportunities to learn about other 
cultures 
o e.g., “You have the chance to learn about the culture of others”
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Transmission of School ERS (content)
o Critical Consciousness Socialization - messages about prejudice and 

discrimination, similar to preparation for bias 
o e.g., “In your classes you have learned about how race/ethnicity plays a 

role in who is successful”

o Colorblind Socialization - messages encouraging students to ignore the 
role of race in their lives and society 
o e.g., “Your school encourages you to ignore racial/ethnic difference”

o Mainstream Socialization - messages about mainstream U.S. values and 
norms, including the need to assimilate 
o e.g., “At your school, they encourage you to be proud of what people in 

the U.S. have accomplished”

32
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Transmission of school ERS (methods)

o ERS can be communicated in several ways:

Expression - The way in which the messages are transmitted

o Verbal 
o e.g., Telling a Black child “Black is beautiful” (i.e., cultural socialization) 

o Non-verbal
o E.g., bulletin boards showing information about a foreign country (i.e., 

promotion of cultural socialization)
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Transmission of school ERS (methods)
Intent - The goal or purpose of the message

o Passive – unintentional 
o E.g., School staff choosing not to address racial bullying 

o Proactive – intentional and unprompted 
o E.g., A teacher choosing to integrate course content reflecting 

specific ethnic-racial groups  

o Reactive – intentional and promoted by event 
o E.g., A school principal talking with students about how to deal with 

racially targeted incidents that are occurring within the school

34
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Other Considerations of School ERS

o Frequency

o Depth and Integration 

o Integration 
o Messages that are more fully integrated into the curriculum and/or 

school life are more influential than socialization that occurs only on 
“special days” or in response to an incident

o Messages across context and transmitters can have implications for 
adjustment as well as interpretation and internalization of these 
messages

35

Promoting A Healthy Racial Climate 

System

Staff

Students

36
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Resilience, Empowerment, Healing 

Radical healing involves being or becoming whole in the face of identity-
based “wounds,” which are the injuries sustained because of our 

membership in an oppressed racial or ethnic group.
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Trauma and Racism 
Addressed by 

Navigating Systemic 
Forms of Oppression 

with Resilience 
Methods

TRANSFORM
Schools and Juvenile Justice 

Lau,  Saleem, Pickens, Langley
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Resources
RESilience Initiative 

racial socialization online program 

• Videos 

• Books 

resources

resources 
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Implications

40

https://www.tolerance.org/
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School Ecology Reflection

41

Question and Answer Session
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THANK YOU!

CONTACT 
INFORMATION 

Farzana T. Saleem, Ph.D,

Stanford University
fsaleem1@Stanford.edu
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Closing & Looking 
Ahead
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How to 
maximize 

impact  

•

•

•

http://www.midwestpbis.org/interconne
cted-systems-framework/v2

•

https://traumaawareschools.org/
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West Coast ISF 
Webinar Series

All sessions 3:00 – 4:30 pm PT
Module 1: ISF in Virtual Conditions
• 10/20/20 - ISF Systems in Virtual Conditions 
• 10/22/20 - Secondary Traumatic Stress and Educator Well Being 
Module 2: ISF + Trauma Informed Approaches
• 10/27/20 - ISF Systems & Trauma-Informed Approaches
• 11/5/20 - Virtual Adaptations of Psychological First Aid
• 11/17/20 - Virtual Adaptations of Trauma Informed Skills for Educators
Module 3: ISF + Tiers 2 & 3
• 12/1/20 - ISF Systems and Tiers 2 & 3 
• 12/3/20 - Virtual adaptations of SSET/Bounce Back 
Module 4: ISF & Equity
• 1/12/21 - Secondary Traumatic Stress & BIPOC Educator Well Being 
• 1/19/21 - ISF Systems & Equity 
• 1/21/21 - Racial Violence and Trauma and Schools 
ISF West Coast Town Hall
• 1/26/21 - ISF systems & practices in this moment with Susan Barrett & 
USC Faculty

https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/pacific-southwest-mhttc/isf-
west-coast-party-systems-structures-leadership-data-practices
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http://www.midwestpbis.org/interconnected-systems-framework/v2
https://traumaawareschools.org/
https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/pacific-southwest-mhttc/isf-west-coast-party-systems-structures-leadership-data-practices
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MHTTC School Mental Health
Curriculum Always and Now

Register to attend this 8-part Learning Series!

https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/globa
l-mhttc/school-mental-health-
curriculum-always-and-now-learning-
series
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Pacific Southwest MHTTC Consultation Hours

• Next Session: January 25
• 6-7 p.m. ET / 3-4 p.m. PT / 12-1 p.m. HT (view your time zone)
• Have a training or technical assistance question regarding mental health service 

provision or school mental health in the Pacific Southwest region? Join us for 
monthly PS MHTTC Consultation Hours! Once a month, PS MHTTC staff will host 
a virtual meeting for the mental health and school mental health workforce to 
pose questions, access support, and share resources. Consultation Hours are 
held 3-4 p.m. PT on every 4th Monday of the month, October through January, 
and on the 3rd Monday in February.

• REGISTER >
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https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/global-mhttc/school-mental-health-curriculum-always-and-now-learning-series
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001H1Yf3oEE7e3FdMUZXgvbzcn58U8ESxJFnDaQQFxFIk9-liuWJ7DkqVBTHTiK_ItDrvVvzMqbo3J8IVvz4OchRt8tw9WOX49O4JBsNado0YnVXwFu1GduAp3luozRZ0H1YEcpxdVVnCEjqb7OlVtWHvEbelYjK2EUBqCjk8hYRb5AASxoOAOIHYkqqkQfARvwnHfh1Fx7B7vAOl3lvlRlnjOmewoOCtQi7bdGUi8PbNfb-ScGbCSWBQc5FGBOoYjlW7Au49w6wUTpqJma9AwYrwFf0whNMkR3iuZMT2LIwk_Yjt2wQALoFc_wsjEgXj_6mfoevMz5l_yhMxR2VZK9Hw==&c=vVPfTWaqlPsPFTUWvE30zrgUDVVfi95c7mOBhy3kewB7fRpUpZmhsw==&ch=YlUTn996vV8VAx59SZ07Wa8mF-0fQkmQiTqPNvpVMKyrB36EIrQHQg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001H1Yf3oEE7e3FdMUZXgvbzcn58U8ESxJFnDaQQFxFIk9-liuWJ7DkqVBTHTiK_ItDphcM8MbGvDigU1EjrbiK_59cckiGw2vgfpP7DNMCLviL72u-dDYWwLY0fgR6WdhO6BcXjTT5wkqErqzJXqo4uFm6w9xKkurXx73t0dcuNH8ZH4OMQMGujYK7kby_L0exH8K4O1MG66pPU-gzIbQd5SZSNLsLbReTD9mE4E3huIEuJ1lUkEc6RFBqAsB7G451&c=vVPfTWaqlPsPFTUWvE30zrgUDVVfi95c7mOBhy3kewB7fRpUpZmhsw==&ch=YlUTn996vV8VAx59SZ07Wa8mF-0fQkmQiTqPNvpVMKyrB36EIrQHQg==
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Two national resource hubs from the MHTTC Network

https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/global-
mhttc/responding-covid-19-grief-loss-and-bereavement

https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/global-
mhttc/responding-covid-19-school-mental-health-
resources
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Did you miss a previous webinar 
or just want to watch one again?  

Webinars
Recordings

Access all of our recorded webinars!

The recording of this webinar will be made available in the 
Pacific Southwest  Products & Resources Catalog on our 
website. To view this and all previously recorded webinars that 
are currently available go to the link below.  Check 
back often as new additions are always being added.

https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/global-mhttc/products-
resources-catalog?center=35

*Please allow 7-10 business days for all recordings to be made available.
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https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/global-mhttc/responding-covid-19-grief-loss-and-bereavement
https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/global-mhttc/responding-covid-19-school-mental-health-resources
https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/global-mhttc/products-resources-catalog?center=35
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Acronyms & Abbreviations 
Acronym/Abbreviation Meaning 
CICO Check-in/Check-Out
EBP Evidence-Based Practice
FBA-BIP Functional Behavior Assessment – Behavior Intervention Plan 
ISF Interconnected Systems Framework
MHTTC Mental Health Technology Transfer Center 
MTSS Multi-Tiered System of Supports
PBIS Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports 
PD Professional Development 
SAIG Social/Academic Instructional Group
SEB Social Emotional Behavioral
SEL Social Emotional Learning 
SMH School Mental Health 
TFI Tiered Fidelity Inventory 
VDP Vulnerable Decision Points
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Pacific Southwest MHTTC

Contact Info
Email: pacificsouthwest@mhttcnetwork.org

Phone: (844) 856-1749

Website: https://mhttcnetwork.org/pacificsouthwest

Join the Pacific Southwest MHTTC Newsletter!
https://tinyurl.com/pacsw-mh-news

CONNECT WITH US ON SOCIAL MEDIA:
@PSMHTTC
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mailto:pacificsouthwest@mhttcnetwork.org
https://mhttcnetwork.org/pacificsouthwest
https://tinyurl.com/pacsw-mh-news
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Northwest MHTTC

Contact Info
Email: nwsmh@uw.edu

Phone: (206) 221-3054

Website: https://bit.ly/NWSMH

Join the NW MHTTC School Mental
Health Newsletter!
https://bit.ly/NWSMHsignup

CONNECT WITH US ON SOCIAL MEDIA:
@NorthwestMHTTC
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Event Survey
• Required by our funder
• Used to inform, refine, & enhance future 

events/activities
• Helps communicate the need for this type 

of support
• Voluntary and anonymous
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mailto:nwsmh@uw.edu
https://bit.ly/NWSMH
https://bit.ly/NWSMHsignup
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Thank you!

This work is supported by grant SM 081721 
from the Department of Health and Human 
Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health 
Services Administration

Module 1: ISF in Virtual Conditions

•10/20/20 - ISF Systems in Virtual Conditions 

•10/22/20 - Secondary Traumatic Stress and Educator Well Being    

Module 2: ISF + Trauma Informed Approaches

•10/27/20 - ISF Systems & Trauma-Informed Approaches

•11/5/20 - Virtual Adaptations of Psychological First Aid

•11/17/20 - Virtual Adaptations of Trauma Informed Skills for Educators

Module 3: ISF + Tiers 2 & 3

•12/1/20 - ISF Systems and Tiers 2 & 3 

•12/3/20 - Virtual adaptations of SSET/Bounce Back 

Module 4: ISF & Equity

•1/12/21 - Secondary Traumatic Stress & BIPOC Educator Well Being 

•1/19/21 - ISF Systems & Equity 

•1/21/21 - Racial Violence and Trauma and Schools 

ISF West Coast Town Hall

•1/26/21 - ISF systems & practices in this moment with Susan Barrett & USC Faculty

https://bit.ly/ISF2021
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https://bit.ly/ISF2021

